Introduction
We first consider the following semi-linear wave equation in Part I: (1) u tt -4u-\-m 2 u + g\u\ p~1 u = 0 where m>0, g>0, ^>1, x^R n , A = Laplacian. Recently, Glassey [1] showed that if p is small (1<£<2 n = l; !<£<! + 2n~l nl>2}, scattering theory is impossible for complex solutions of (1) . We show in 1. 1 Glassey's result is also applicable even to real solutions. Segal showed in [3] and [4] that scattering operator can be constructed for (1) if p^>2 + 2n~1. We show in 1. 2 that the solution u+(x, f) of the free equation [(1) with Q = OJ to which a given solution u(x,t) of (1) is asymptotic in a weak sense as t->-foo, exists if p^>~L-\-2n~1, n^>3.
In Part II, we consider the following semi-linear wave equation with the first order dissipation: (2) u tt -Au + u t +/(«, u t , Vu) -0 .
We show the asymptotic properties of the solutions of the linear equation [(2) with /*=0] in 2. 1 and those of the nonlinear equation (2) Let the data of the free solution v be supported in the ball \ Then, by the support property and Holder's inequality, we have
where p is as in equation (1). Thus there exists a positive constant such that~n Differentiating H(t} with respect to £,
Recalling that our free solution v satisfies ||'y(£)|| 00 = ::: 0(£~n /2 ) as first for the special case ^ = 2, n -\ or 2, we have 1= f|t;l|«||«-i;
We now take the general case \<^p<^l -\-2n~1 for ?z^>3 or 1<<£<C2 for = 1 or 2. Then, using Holder's inequality, we have
For J 2 , we have
Thus both /! and 7 2 satisfy the same estimate for sufficiently large t, and it follows that there is a positive constant c z such that
for large enough t, say t^T. Hence,
PIT (*2T H(2T)-H(T)>c z \ t-**-Wdt>c l \ t~1dt>

JT JT
However, Schwarz's inequality gives
Thus |jHX*)|->0 as £-» + oo, so that \H(2T)\ + \H(T)\ -»0 as T-^ + oo.
A sufficiently large choice of T in the inequality above yields the desired contradiction and completes the proof.
Q.E.D. § 1. 2. Remarks on Weak Dispersion
We consider the solutions of the Cauchy problem for (1) with initial Q.E.D.
Part II § 2« 1. Solutions of Linear Problem
We consider the linear equation 
t) t \ oc 0 j ~~* (!) C jc i
We can represent the solution of (7) 
% 2. 2. Solutions of Semi-Linear Equations
We consider the following semi-linear wave equation If ri^>2, we treat only ^I>2. We have the following Q.E.D.
